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Objective 

Accomplishments 

•  Develop Semantic Middle Layer (SML) software to exploit 
existing information resources to: 

•  allow visual search capability for events or phenomena 
in Earth science imagery 

•  find data relevant to an event, phenomenon, or topic of 
interest by utilizing structured metadata and descriptive 
text 

•  produce curated data albums and exploratory 
analytical plots on the fly 

•  Integrate data discovery and exploration processes for 
structured and free-form text and imagery 

•  Demonstrate utility of the SML using Event Nexus prototype 
for three science scenarios 

•  Implemented re-usable services (data curation and rule engine) for event study 
•  Developed image retrieval/classification based services and applications: browse image retrieval, phenomena identification, 

hurricane wind speed estimation and dust climatology 
•  Prepared a parameter mapping service for mapping Earth science keywords to data granule fields. 
•  Developed a prototype event explorer tool that demonstrates end-to-end capabilities of developed components for event study on 

three use cases: dust storms, volcanic eruptions, tropical storms 
•  Example: Upon browsing images of volcanic eruptions, tool identifies relevant physical features (e.g., lava flow), 

measurements (e.g., surface temperature), and data fields (e.g., MODIS surface temperature variables in region of interest) 
•  Built a search and discovery demonstration tool 
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Figure 3.  High level architecture and information flow for data discovery and exploration incorporating 
proposed semantic middleware 

4.1.1 Browse Image Retrieval Framework  

In exploratory research, we used Lucene Image Retrieval (LIRe), a Java library for content-based 
image retrieval with methods to calculate global image features, to create a prototype image 
retrieval system using NASA’s browse imagery. We tested LIRe’s performance in retrieving 
browse images containing various Earth science phenomena, including hurricanes, floods, dust 
storms, haze, and smoke. Swath satellite imagery from NASA’s Rapid Response system was 
used in these experiments. A representative collection of images was indexed using eight 
indexing schemes native to the LIRe package. For each sample image and feature index, all 
images were scored and ranked, with images having the highest scores appearing nearer the top 
of the resulting list.  We found that for certain phenomena, a specific global index worked well. 
For example, in MODIS imagery, hurricane and dust images are best retrieved using the Fuzzy 
Color and Texture Histogram index with accuracy of 84% while those with smoke and haze were 
retrieved with an accuracy of over 60% using the Auto Color Correlogram index.  However, for 
certain phenomena such as floods the retrieval accuracies were low. We coupled the imagery 
retrieval with the granule metadata to provide discovery analytics. Figure 4 shows the results for 
a given image with haze over the Indian subcontinent. The discovery analytics show the spatial 
and temporal distribution of all the images that matched. Note that the temporal shows that haze 
occurs more frequently in spring than in summer and most of January has haze. 

Our initial study demonstrated that an image retrieval system has the potential to provide new 
capabilities to quickly find similar phenomena in browse imagery.  However, further research is 
needed in order to improve indexing schemes to search localized regions within an image. 
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